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Project cASe: BeSt PrActiceS 

1. Title of the practice 
(name of the practice/programme/project)

2. Name of the organisation(s) 
(name of the organisation(s) which founded the practice)

3. Time-frame of the project 
(start date, end date (if any), duration of project)

4. Description of the practice 
(background of the practice, overview, theoretical background (if any), aims and values of the practice)

5. Target group(s)
(location of the target group(s) and target group’s characteristics)

6. Methodology(s)
(tactics and methodologies)
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7. Result(s)
(number of participants (if available) and concrete positive results of the practice)

8. Impact(s)
(positive impacts of the practice)

9. Challenge(s)
(faced challenges and upcoming challenges)

10. Benefits of the practice 
(with respect to the project CASE)

11. Additional information (optional)
(free space to add other aspects of the practice)

12. Required adjustment(s) to re-implement the practice internationally 
(adjustments and improvements required to the idea, if any)
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	Country: [Luxembourg]
	Contact Details or Link: 
	Relevance: [         8]
	Critical_Thinking: [         8]
	Empowerment: [         7]
	Participate_Incl: [         8]
	Impact: [         6]
	Sustainability: [         6]
	Transferability: [         6]
	TOTAL: 49
	C: [LU]
	N: [06]
	Title of the Best Practice: Patrimoines – Paysages  – Perspectives 
	Organisation  Institution: Lycée Nic-Biever Dudelange(LUX), Romain-Rolland Gymnasium (DE) , Istituto Istruzione Secondaria Superiore Vittoria (IT) , Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture Paris Val de Seine(FR)
	Timeframe: Start Date: 15 December 2015End Date: 14 December 2017Duration: 2 years
	Project Description: The encounter and confrontation of three different European realities, represented by the cities of the three secondary schools participating in the project, Dudelange (Luxembourg), Arezzo (Italy), Berlin (Germany), were the starting point of novel didactics and a new learning experience.The objectives of this project were: a more experienced and responsible European citizenship; improving ICT skillsets; augmenting linguistic skills in FLE (Français Langue Étrangère): "We only learn a foreign language if there is something to say!" (Daniel Pennac); be able to model and present complex information on an urban, cultural and social level; be able to collaborate in transnational group work; be able to critically question one’s own environment as well as that of their partner, thanks to precise categories of interpretation (cat. historic, artistic, …).Another aim was also the development of interactions with the world outside of the school ecosystem (business environment, political representatives, associative and cultural sector, etc.).
	Target Groups: Young individuals between 15-17 years old.
	Methodology: Distance-learning and on-site learning activities were organised. The project employed cooperative education material. Students prepared interviews of people important to them in their locality or of average people in order to gather useful information and deductive material to engage with. Imagery and film was used to better reflect the local reality to partner students. Surveys were distributed at the start and end of the project milestones and were used to assess the evolution of and changes in viewpoints, knowledge and opinions taking place during the project. 
	Results: The participant pool were three classes of students aged 15 to 17 years with one class per partner institution, with the decisive collaboration of the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de Paris Val de Seine (Higher Education) and their professors and students.Students were asked to exchange with their counterparts the nature and peculiarities of their environment and the characteristics of their city from an architectural and urbanistic, as well as economic and social point of view. An adolescent viewpoint, different from that of adults in many ways, allowed a more spontaneous and innovative angle. The commun language used during the project was French.
	Positive Impact: The anticipated impact in the long term should be an increased awareness of European cultural diversity and a marked improvement in linguistic and ICT skillsets. It is hoped that in the long term, this project will significantly contribute to the academic development of didactic and ICT tool sets used in education.
	Challenges: From the teachers’ perspective, the project should continue to encourage colleagues to collaborate in a multidisciplinary approach and to embark on novel didactics of education projects. This continuation would be difficult in terms of the external factors and dependencies in today's modern world.
	Benefits: Transnationality and interactive reasoning towards civic consciousness and awareness
	Additional Information: 
	Adjustments: 


